
Greens Committee Meeting 

April 6, 2015 at 6pm in Break room of Maintenance Building 

Attendees: 

 Ken Stevens, Max Tucker, Rick Funaro, Steve Solsky, Don McCollum, Carl Jahn, Bob 

Miskanin 

Bob M and Steve S updated the group on the work that has been completed over the winter; 

 Steve and Ed spent most of the winter working on equipment. We did not have a 

mechanic and the weather hampered a lot of outside work. It was just the 2 of them in the 

shop 

 Steve has hired a new mechanic, his name is Joe Roberts. He has a great deal of 

experience with golf course equipment.  Joe has already made some great strides with 

equipment repairs and operation. The equipment is ready for the coming season.  

 Several members of Steve's crew from last year have been contacted about returning. 

Most are. 

 The crew was been working on removing pine trees from the right side of the 8th 

fairway, grinding stumps, and will level with fill, then seeded. Due to time and weather 

constraints, some of the trees closest to the fairway will remain. They can be removed at 

a later date (if necessary). The cart path will be moved as far right as possible. 

Bob M said he and Mike Zegarelli will be working on the green "non-slip" mats on the bridges. 

They will be flipped over and re-secured. Don M will try to get a sample of a paint that maybe 

used to replace the mats, if cost effective.  

Several dates for Spring Project Day were discussed. Saturday, April 25, starting at 8am with a 

rain date of May 2, was the finial decision by the group. The BoD will be informed and Bob M 

will ask Laura to send emails to the membership. The major project will be spreading mulch in 

all the flower beds. Carl J will check on pricing of mulch. Also, a small group will work on 

filling the depression on the right side of the 12th fairway. The course will remain open and 

snacks will be available for the volunteers afterward. 

There was a lot of discussion about how to handle new "memorial" benches. It was decided that 

all benches would be of a standard established by the club, to ensure uniformity and durability. 

All requests for benches should be made through the BoD and/or the Greens Committee. Plaques 

should follow the same process. 

Steve S was asked about opening the golf course. He said probably the week of  April 13 

provided the course is dry enough. It would initially be without carts. He will be working with 

Todd Manderson o the decision. 

The next Greens meeting will be on Monday, May 11. Same time and place. 



Thank you 

Bob Miskanin 

  

 

 

 


